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Abstract— Different domain image sensors or imaging mecha-
nisms provide cross-domain images when sensing the same scene.
There is a domain shift between cross-domain images so that
the image gap between different domains is the major challenge
for measuring the similarity of the feature descriptors extracted
from different domain images. Specifically, matching ground
camera images and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 3-D model-
rendered images, which are two kinds of extremely challenging
cross-domain images, is a way to establish indirectly the spatial
relationship between 2-D and 3-D spaces. This provides a solution
for the virtual-real registration of augmented reality (AR) in
outdoor environments. However, during matching, handcrafted
descriptors and existing learning-based feature descriptors limit
the rendered images. In this letter, first, to learn robust and
invariant 128-D local feature descriptors for ground camera and
rendered images, we present a novel network structure, SiamAM-
Net, which embeds the autoencoders with an attention mechanism
into the Siamese network. Then, to narrow the gap between
the cross-domain images during the optimizing of SiamAM-Net,
we design an adaptive margin for the loss function. Finally,
we match the ground camera-rendered images by using the
learned local feature descriptors and explore the outdoor AR
virtual-real registration. Experiments show that the local feature
descriptors, learned by SiamAM-Net, are robust and achieve
state-of-the-art retrieval performance on the cross-domain image
data set of ground camera and rendered images. In addition,
several outdoor AR applications also demonstrate the usefulness
of the proposed outdoor AR virtual-real registration.

Index Terms— Attention mechanism, augmented reality (AR),
cross-domain image patch matching, Siamese network, virtual-
real registration.

I. INTRODUCTION

IMAGES of the same scene can be acquired from different
sensors or imaging mechanisms, thereby providing cross-

domain images that are defined by the sensors and imaging
mechanisms. Recently, two kinds of cross-domain images
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Fig. 1. Rendering schematic of UAV 3-D model rendered image and the
spatial relationship between the data used in this letter.

have become readily available: 1) camera images taken from
ground with mobile devices (ground camera images) and
2) synthetic images rendered from 3-D models recovered
by unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) image sequences via the
Structure-from-Motion (SfM) technology [1] (UAV 3-D model
rendered images, “rendered image” for short). Essentially,
the above cross images are from the same viewpoints, which
are the same scene with different representations and have
domain shift.

In fact, by matching ground camera images and rendered
images, the spatial relationship between ground camera
images and UAV 3-D models (i.e., 2-D and 3-D space) can
be indirectly established. A mechanism, such as this, provides
a method for the virtual-real registration of augmented reality
(AR) in outdoor environments, and the details of which are
as follows.

1) A camera pose is first acquired from sensors [global
position system (GPS) and inertial measurement unit
(IMU)] as an initial estimate, which is used to render
(synthesize) an image from the same viewpoint with the
prereconstructed UAV 3-D model. Thus, the projection
relationship (projection matrix P shown in Fig. 1)
between the UAV 3-D model and the rendered image
is established.

2) If the matching relationship (T ) of the rendered image
with the ground camera image can be established,
the spatial relationship of the UAV 3-D model with the
ground camera image can be established (P ·T , as shown
in Fig. 1).

Many current outdoor AR methods in uncontrolled
outdoor environments (e.g., with a huge number of objects,
dramatic changes in illumination, etc.) suffer many problems,
such as the impracticality of preplacing visual fiducial
markers, deviation of the multisensors, sensitivity to motion
blur, changes in lighting conditions, and occlusion [2].
Compared with the above-mentioned outdoor AR approaches,
the proposed solution of outdoor AR virtual-real registration
is intuitive and portable.

The key to performing the proposed outdoor AR virtual-real
registration is to match the rendered and ground camera
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TABLE I

TOP1, TOP5 RETRIEVAL ACCURACY, AND COMPUTATIONAL TIME OF FEATURE EXTRACTION FOR SIAMAM-NET AND COMPARATIVE NETWORKS

Fig. 2. Visualization of detailed enlargements and a failed matching example
by handcrafted descriptor of cross-domain images. (a) Detailed enlargements.
(b) Failed matching result by SIFT.

images. However, UAV 3-D models are reconstructed with
the aerial images captured by vertical and slope photography.
Thus, it is hard to ensure the quality of 3-D models recon-
structed from SfM because the aerial images, usually occluded
close to the ground, are noisy. Thus, as shown in Fig. 2(a),
rendered images are of poor quality, low resolution, occluded,
and hugely distorted. Therefore, handcrafted features cannot
match the rendered images and ground camera images.
A failed example of scale invariant feature transform (SIFT)
[3] is shown in Fig. 2(b). In addition, as shown in Table I
of Section III, the recent Siamese networks [4]–[6] and
triplet networks [7], [8] also cannot learn the invariant feature
descriptors of the rendered images and ground camera images.

Recently, deep learning is increasingly applied to the
remote sensing image processing. Liu et al. [9], [10] use
the Siamese networks to learn robust features for the
remote sensing scene classification and image classification,
respectively. Wang et al. [11] and Haut et al. [12] embed
the attention mechanism [13] to adaptively select attention
regions for the remote sensing scene classification and image
superresolution, respectively.

In this letter, to match the rendered images and ground cam-
era images, we propose a novel network, SiamAM-Net, con-
sisting of two autoencoders, to learn the invariant local feature
descriptors for above cross-domain images. First, by imitating
the habit of people always observing the salient regions of
two cross-domain images, the attention mechanism [13] was
embedded into the encoder of the autoencoder to assist the net-
work in feature extraction. Second, to optimize SiamAM-Net,
we design an adaptive margin for margin-based contrastive
loss. The adaptive margin has the advantage of automatically
generating a soft-margin based on changes in the cross-
domain image data. Essentially, the goal of SiamAM-Net is to
map raw inputs (cross-domain image patches) with a 128-D
feature vector so that the distance between representations is
small for matching patches and large otherwise. Experimental
results show that the invariant feature descriptors learned from
SiamAM-Net achieve state-of-the-art retrieval performance on
rendered images and ground camera images. Several outdoor
AR applications demonstrate the promising performance of the
proposed virtual-real registration.

II. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

A. SiamAM-Net

Siamese networks with metric networks have excellent
performance on image patch matching, such as MatchNet [14],

Fig. 3. Structure of SiamAM-Net. Encoder: C(32,5,2)-BN-SeLU-
C(64,5, 2)-BN-SeLU-P(3,2)-C(96,3,1)-BN-SeLU-Attention Module-C(256,3,
1)-BN-SeLU-P(3,2)-C(384,3,1)-BN-SeLU-C(384,3,1)-BN-SeLU-C(256,3,1)-
BN-SeLU-P(3,2)-C(128,7,1)-BN-SeLU. C(n,k,s): convolution layer with n
filters of kernel size k × k with stride s; P(k,s): max-pooling layer of size k × k
with strides. Decoder: FC(128,1024)-TC(128,4,2)-SeLU-TC(64,4,2)-SeLU-
TC(32,4,2)-SeLU-TC(16,4,2)-SeLU-TC(8,4,2)-SeLU-TC(4,4,2)-SeLU-TC(3,
4,2)-Sigmoid. FC(p,q): the input p-dimensional feature vector is mapped to
a q-dimensional feature vector through a fully connected layer; TC(n,k,s):
transposed convolution with n output channels of size k × k and stride s.

H-Net [15], [16], and so on. They usually output with a binary
judgment and judge only whether the input patches are similar.
However, they cannot learn invariant feature descriptors of
patches for retrieval and usually with extensive computation.

To learn invariant feature descriptors for ground camera
images and rendered images, we use a Siamese network
without a metric network. We use two autoencoders as the
two branches of the Siamese network. It should be noted that,
although the characteristics of rendered images and ground
camera images are particularly different, it is easier for humans
to judge if they are similar. Because when we observe these
two kinds of cross-domain images, we often focus on their
salient regions, such as outlines, special structures, and so
on. Thus, to assist in extracting features, we embed the
attention mechanism [13] into the encoder of the autoencoder.
The details of the architecture of the proposed SiamAM-Net,
as shown in Fig. 3, are as follows.

1) Encoder: The encoder consists of convolution layers
with zero padding, max-pooling layers, and an attention mod-
ule. Batch normalization (BN) and scaled exponential linear
unit (SeLU) are used after each convolution layer. After the
third convolution layer, the attention module is embedded. The
inputs of the two encoders are the paired cross-domain image
patches that are resized to 256 × 256 × 3. The output of the
encoder is a 128-D feature vector. Details of the encoder are
shown in Fig. 3.

2) Attention Module: The input of the attention module is
the feature map A ∈ RC×H×W , which is calculated from the
third convolution layer of the encoder (Fig. 3). Then, A is
fed into three convolution layers (with C filters of kernel size
3 × 3 at stride 1) with BN and ReLU layers to generate three
feature maps B, C, and D ∈ RC×H×W , respectively. Next,
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the spatial attention map S ∈ R(H×W )×(H×W ) is calculated
with a softmax layer by performing a matrix multiplication
between the transpose of B and C

s j i = exp(Bi · C j )∑N
i=1 exp(Bi · C j )

(1)

where s j i represents the impact of the i th position on the j th
position. The more similar feature representations of the two
positions contribute to the greater correlation between them.

Meanwhile, the feature map D ∈ RC×H×W is performed
a matrix multiplication with the transpose of S to obtain a
feature map E ∈ RC×H×W . Then E is multiplied by a scale
parameter α and summed with the input feature map A to
obtain the final output feature map F ∈ RC×H×W as follows:

Fj = E j + A j = α

N∑
i=1

(s j i Di ) + A j (2)

where α is initialized as 0 and gradually learns to assign
more weight. Therefore, the feature map F at each position
consists of the weighted sum of the features at all positions
and the original features. Thus, F has a global contextual view
and selectively aggregates contexts according to the spatial
attention map [17].

3) Decoder: The 128-D features learned from the encoder
are first mapped to 1024-D vectors by the fully connected
network. Then, the 1024-D vectors are fed into the transpose
convolution layers (with SeLU and Sigmoid) to reconstruct the
input images of the encoder. Details of the decoder structure
are shown in Fig. 3.

B. Loss Function

To optimize SiamAM-Net, we design a loss function that is
capable of distinguishing the similar and dissimilar patch pairs
of ground camera and rendered images. In detail, for the two
branches, we use mean-squared error (MSE) loss, as follows:

L Ae1(G, G�) = 1

NW H

N∑
n=1

W∑
x=1

H∑
y=1

(
Gn,x,y − G�

n,x,y
)2 (3)

L Ae2(R, R�) = 1

NW H

N∑
n=1

W∑
x=1

H∑
y=1

(
Rn,x,y − R�

n,x,y
)2 (4)

where G and R are the patches of ground camera image and
rendered image, respectively; N is the channel of the image,
and W × H is the size of the image patch.

To constrain the feature descriptors learned from the two
branches, we use margin-based contrastive loss, which encour-
ages similar cross-domain image patch pairs to be close and
dissimilar ones to have a Euclidean distance between them
larger or equal to a margin m (m > 0), defined as

Lmargin(G, R, l) = 1

2
l D2 + 1

2
(1 − l){max(0, m − D)}2 (5)

where l is a binary label. If G and R are matched, l = 1;
otherwise, l = 0. D = � f (G) − f (R)�2 is the Euclidean
distance between the learned features f (G) and f (R).

However, it should be noted that due to the image gap of the
cross-domain images, the value of margin m is very difficult
to determine. Essentially, too small a value for the margin will

lead to optimizing the margin-based contrastive loss function
only over the set of matching image patch pairs; otherwise,
too large a value for the margin will hamper learning.

To set a logical margin, we design an adaptive strategy to
obtain an adaptive margin. For each batch of the training data
{Gk, Rk , l}, k = 1, 2, . . . , K , where K is the number (batch
size) of samples in a batch. Then, the adaptive margin m is{

m = d + ln(d + e)

d = max{� f (Gk) − f (Rk)�2 · l}. (6)

Thus, based on each batch of training data, m is changed.
Therefore, with the adaptive m in each batch of training
data, the distance of nonmatching image paired patch feature
descriptors is guaranteed to be at least greater than the sum
of the maximal distance of the matching image paired patch
feature descriptors (d) and an increment (ln(d + e)). This
mechanism better distinguishes between positive and negative
samples.

Specifically, it is noteworthy that the increment ln(d + e) is
important because as the training of the network converges, d
will become smaller and may approach 0. If we only set m
equal to d , when the network converges, m is insufficient to
punish the negative samples. Thus, increment ln(d + e) guar-
antees that the distance between nonmatching image paired
patch feature descriptors is at least 1 greater than the distance
between the matching image paired patch feature descriptors.
During training, at the beginning, the value of the adaptive
margin m is large, which is conducive for better punishing
of the negative samples. Then, as the network converges, m
gradually decreases and stabilizes at about 1.

Finally, the total loss is defined as follows:

L = λ1 L Ae1 + λ2 L Ae2 + λ3 Lmargin (7)

where λ1, λ2, and λ3 are the weights of content and contrastive
losses, respectively. From our experiments, λ1 : λ2 : λ3 = 1 :
1 : 1 are the most suitable weights of SiamAM-Net.

C. Training Strategy

The proposed SiamAM-Net is implemented by the Pytorch
framework with an Nvidia 2080 Ti GPU. The network is
optimized with the RMSprop optimizer. The learning rate,
initially 0.001, decays with a factor of 0.99 in every 4 epochs.
Standard normal distribution is used to initialize the weights.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Data Set

The cross-domain image patches adopted in this letter
were collected from Xiang’an campus, Xiamen University,
China, which covers about 3 km2 and contains more than
100 buildings. We collected 5000 paired corresponding ground
camera and rendered images (like the image pair shown
in Fig. 1). To select matching cross-domain image pairs,
we design a semiautomated method. First, we manually select
at least four points to calculate the perspective transfor-
mations of the corresponding cross-domain images. Second,
we use the detector of SIFT to extract the keypoints from
the ground camera images and patches at these keypoints.
Finally, to obtain matching rendered image patches, we use
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Fig. 4. (a) Evolution of training loss. (b) Histogram visualization of the
feature descriptors learned by SiamAM-Net. First and third rows: ground
camera image patches. Second and fourth rows: matching-rendered image
patches.

the above-calculated perspective transformations to map the
ground camera image patches to the corresponding rendered
images. In addition, the nonmatching cross-domain image
pairs are randomly selected from image patches in different
buildings. The sizes of the collected patches are between
256 × 256 and 512 × 512 pixels.

For training data, we collected 45 000 matching and
45 000 nonmatching cross-domain image patch pairs from the
4500 paired corresponding cross-domain images; for testing
data (retrieval data set), we collected 2000 matching cross-
domain image patch pairs from the remaining 500 paired cor-
responding cross-domain images. The matching cross-domain
image patch pairs are like the image patch pairs shown
in Fig. 2. Also, the buildings in the testing data are not seen
in the training data.

B. Experimental Results

We evaluate the performance of SiamAM-Net and compar-
ative networks using the TOP1 and TOP5 retrieval accuracies,
and the results are listed in Table I. During training, the batch
size is set as 50. The evolution of the training loss is shown
in Fig. 4(a), and the training loss of SiamAM-Net converges
after 60 epochs. Compared with the following competing
networks in Table I, SiamAM-Net shows great improvement:
1) H-Net++, which embeds the autoencoder into the Siamese
network [15]; 2) Siamese network with simple Euclidean
constraint [4]; 3) asymmetric Siamese network DeepCD [5];
4) L2-Net with improved data sampling strategy [6]; and
5) triplet network DOAP [8] and DDSAT [7]. Thus, the feature
descriptors learned by SiamAM-Net are robust and easily
retrieved.

Also, the feature extraction computational time from the
trained networks is given in Table I. In fact, the computational
time of the networks is related to the depth, width, and com-
plexity of the networks. Although the feature computational
time of the compared networks is faster than SiamAM-Net,
their performance of the learned feature descriptors is worse
than the feature descriptors learned by SiamAM-Net. Our goal
is to learn robust feature descriptors without considering the
influence of time.

In addition, Fig. 4(b) shows the histogram of the
cross-domain image local feature descriptors learned from
SiamAM-Net. As shown, the distribution of the two matching
feature descriptors is consistent, and the values of each dimen-
sion are similar, demonstrating that the feature descriptors
of the matching image patches learned by SiamAM-Net are
invariant.

C. Ablation Study

We conducted several experiments to quantify the intro-
duced attention mechanism and the proposed adaptive margin.

Fig. 5. Visualization of the generated image patches based on the atten-
tion mechanism. (Top) Ground camera images and their generated images.
(Bottom) Corresponding rendered images of the Top row.

First, after the removal of the attention mechanism,
SiamAM-Net degenerated into a specific form of H-Net++
(with the adaptive margin). Table I shows that TOP1 and
TOP5 retrieval accuracies of the SiamAM-Net w/o the atten-
tion mechanism are 0.7550 and 0.8990, respectively, which is
worse than the SiamAM-Net with the attention mechanism.
In addition, the generated images based on the attention
mechanism are visualized in Fig. 5. The highlighted pixels
of the images represent salient regions, which are viewed as
contours of the building and are consistent with the judgment
position when humans observe whether the two cross-domain
images match.

Second, the effects of multiple fixed values of the margin
on SiamAM-Net were explored (Table II). Results show that
our proposed adaptive margin outperforms the fixed margins.
Thus, this experiment proves that it is very challenging to find
a suitable fixed value for the margin and also demonstrates
the superiority of our proposed adaptive margin, which can be
adaptively defined as based on a change in the data.

Third, we tried using Gaussian distribution with dif-
ferent means and variances to initialize the weights for
SiamAM-Net. We found that the performance of SiamAM-Net
whether weights initialized with the above Gaussian distrib-
utions or weights initialized with the standard normal distri-
bution is similar. Thus, SiamAM-Net is robust for the initial
weights, which are initialized with Gaussian distributions.

Fourth, we tried to use triplet loss to optimize our network;
however, due to the following three reasons, it did not perform
well.

1) The network optimized with triplet loss converge
slowly, or sometimes did not converge, and were sus-
ceptible overfitting.

2) The negative samples (nonmatched image pairs), which
are randomly selected in this letter, are difficult to satisfy
the hard samples. Thus, there is uncertainty in these
negative samples. It is possible that the distance between
positive samples is smaller than the distance between
negative samples. Therefore, this situation resulted in
the networks, which are optimized by triplet loss and
are difficult to perform on our data set.

3) The margin in the triplet loss is difficult to define.

Finally, several failed TOP 1 retrieval results are shown
in Fig. 6. The first two columns are the patches with large
occlusions; the middle columns are the rendered image
patches with severe distortions; the last two columns are
the patches with very similar structures. It is observed that
if the occlusions and distortions of the patches are very
severe, it is difficult to ensure the quality of the feature
descriptors learned by SiamAM-Net. In addition, the patches
with very similar structures sometimes mislead the results
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TABLE II

MARGIN ANALYSIS OF SIAMAM-NET

Fig. 6. Failed TOP 1 retrieval results with severe situations.

Fig. 7. (Top) Matching results. (Bottom) AR applications.

of the retrieval. In fact, these three situations sometimes are
beyond the capability of humans.

D. Matching Result and AR Application

The matching results of ground camera and rendered images
are computed from the matching local image patch feature
descriptors (the center point of the image patch is used as
keypoint). First, 2000 points in each image were selected
at random, and the local patches were cropped. Second,
based on the trained SiamAM-Net, feature descriptors of
the cross-domain image patches were computed. Third, only
matching pairs of TOP1 retrieval and cosine similarity greater
than 0.9 were retained. Then, the random sample consensus
(RANSAC) was used to filter mismatched pairs.

Two cross-domain image matching results are shown in the
first row of Fig. 7. There are two matching results: one is the
cross-domain image pairs that have a similar viewpoint and
the other is the cross-domain image pairs that have a larger
viewpoint bias. Combined with the experimental results shown
in Fig. 4(b), we conclude that the feature descriptors learned
by our SiamAM-Net are invariant against changes in distortion
and viewpoints.

Based on cross-domain image matching results, several
virtual objects (real-time information) were registered (second
row in Fig. 7). AR applications, such as these, demonstrate the
capability of the proposed outdoor AR virtual-real registration.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we proposed a network, SiamAM-Net,
to learn local feature descriptors for ground camera and UAV
3-D model rendered images. First, to narrow the domain
gap between the cross-domain images and assist learning

features, we introduced an attention mechanism, which
is beneficial for the network to focus on salient regions.
Second, we proposed an adaptive strategy to design and
obtain an adaptive margin (soft margin) for the margin-based
contrastive loss. Experiments show that the feature descriptors
learned by SiamAM-Net are robust and invariant. Finally,
we performed several AR applications to demonstrate the
possibility of using the proposed virtual-real registration in
outdoor environments. In future work, we intend to accelerate
the computational time of feature extraction and improve
retrieval accuracy of features.
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